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For all you "wanna be" cowboys,
you need to come and try shootin' with
us. If you ever played "Cowboys and
Indians", or, like me, you idolized
Hopalong Cassidy or Roy Rogers, you
are destined to be a Cowboy Action
Shooter. We generally shoot the third
Sunday of the month. (Although in
March and April, we had to shoot the
fourth Sunday due to scheduling con-
flicts.)  We start shooting around 9 a.m.
after a safety meeting. With Cowboy
Action Shooting, safety always comes
first.

So just what do we do? you ask.
We shoot replicas or original guns of
the late 1800's, including one or two
single action pistols, a lever action rifle
and a shotgun, either double barrel,
pump or the rare lever action. Calibers
range from 32 to 45 long colt, for
pistols and rifle, your choice. Shotgun

Message Posted by Joe Zullo
(I got this off our web site)

 All, Fred Robbins successfully pulled it off, and we now have a 3X600
(reduced) match going at Gateway. We only had 8 shooters at this match, but the
quality was great and we all had a great time.

 MATCH RESULTS
Gateway 3X600 (reduced) 3-29-03

Whitney Saunders  Tikka .308 597-23 F class scope MW

       Ed Willet  AR 596-21 SR

       Dan Dorosheff  AR  593-20 SR

       Fred Robbins  Savage 10FP  591-26 F class scope

       John Roberts  Win M70 30-06 581-18 scope

       Joe Zullo  Palma 577-15 Palma

       Jerry Scally  Savage 10FP 575-17 F class scope

       Wes Curtis  AR 550-11 SR

COWBOY ACTION
SHOOTING WITH THE

COWFORD REGULATORS
by Dakota Lil  aka Vivian Allen-Harris

After the close of the official  the
Dixie Match,  Jerry  Wehrly (He of
Many Wonderful Toys) had his Ohio
Ordnance Corp semi-auto only BAR
(Browning Automatic Rifle) in the rack
on the 200 yd line.  One of the Marine
Pistol Team shooters spotted it, and he
disappeared.  He reappeared with a
couple more team members.  Ended up
with about ten of the USMC pistol team
members generally fondling, drooling
over and admiring the “relic” rifle,  when
Jerry cast the ultimate bait: “Any of you
like to shoot this thing?” OHYEAH
was the single response.  Jerry had a fair
amount of 1952 dome-primer .30-06 of
Columbian manufacture, and set about
loading magazines.  The gyrenes im-
mediately asked if they could shoot off
the dirt (like God intended), and since
they were the only active shooters on
the line, they had the line.  These fine
lads immediately assumed the classical
USMC  flat-on-the-belly-toes-out hard
hold, and proceeded to molest  the
swinger chicken silhouette  target at
200 meters. Some of the Columbian
ammo suffered failures to fire, even
with strong firing pin strikes, and were
dubbed “flinch checker specials”.  Jerry
produced more ammo, including cur-
rent PMC 150 gr softpoint rounds.  The
Marines absolutely loved the experi-
ence,  rotating shooters every three to
four rounds.  Some of the commentary
heard:  “This is awesome, why  don’t
we have these for our use now?”;  “I
will dream of this for the rest of the
week”;  “This is a MAN’s gun, fabu-
lous!”;  “ This made my entire (gerund)
month”;  “Amazing, wonderful SAW
(squad automatic weapon),  got to get
one.”

Most of the shooters did fairly well
with the rifle prone, but one was appar-
ently made for it. He promptly went for
the battle-aperture sight, set it for 200
yards, held “a little low” and dinged the
chicken four time in a row, with visible
detrius cast from the target at each shot.
The Marine shooters were cheering at
each “THWOK” report as the .30-06
rounds were solidly impacting the
chicken.  When they were advised the
chicken had a real hit area of six inches
or so, and the target was made of  one
inch T-1 steel and mounted on a truck
suspension spring,  some speculation

A side note to the Dixie Match:
by Marion Estes

arose as to the effectiveness of   the
round.  Given that the current M-16
round uses the SS109 62 grain bullet at
about 2800 fps, and the .30-06 was
specked at using a 150 gr FMJ bullet at
approx 2750 from the M-1 Garand,  all
agreed the BAR was a very handy
device for keeping heads down out to
600+ yards, given a happy shooter and
someone with a lot of loaded maga-
zines to supply.

Conclusion:  the Marines heated
the barrel very well, and insisted on
providing Jerry with an USMC rifle
team sweatshirt.  I would have it
drycleaned, and mounted in a glass-
covered frame.  Those young men will
probably remember that day for the
rest of their lives .  Thanks, Jerry, for
giving them an opportunity to enjoy
firearms they would otherwise never
encounter “in real”, and giving the
sense of history which goes with such
adventures.

ammo ranges 20 to 12 gauge, again
your choice.

And of course the part we love best
is dressing up like  cowboys and cow-
girls. The minimum dress includes
jeans, long sleeve western shirt, cow-
boy boots and a cowboy hat.

Not sure you're ready to shoot?
Well we welcome spectators, so come
on out and join us.

 For more information, contact
Deadwood Jake aka Bob Harris, our
sheriff at: (904)724-7012 or
deadwoodjake@oldwest.zzn.com. Or
if you prefer, we have a great website
compliments of our webmaster, Fancy
Pants aka Mike Raley: http://
users.southeast.net/~raley/

 P.S. I forgot to mention, we all
have an alias name, but then I bet you
already figured that one out!!!

Gateway 3X600 (reduced) 4/19/03

Fred Robbins  Savage 10FP 594-35  F class scope  MW

Sheldon Harris  Remington 592-27  F class scope

Whitney Saunders  Tikka .308 588-25  F class scope

Dennis Lawrence  Bolt-scope 579-15  Any

Joe Zullo  Palma 576-13  Palma

Marion Estes AR 540-09  SR

Wes Curtis AR 535-12 SR

Frank Cernese AR 503-07 SR

Mark Reyes M1A 410-01 SR

Tom Inman M1A DNF SR

Called for Printer
pickup on
April 22nd
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Gateway Rifle & Pistol Club
9301 Zambito Road

Jacksonville, FL 32210
904-771-2937
2003 Officers

Board of Directors

An Arkansas State trooper pulls over
a pickup truck on I-40 and says to the
driver, "Got any ID?"

The driver says, "''Bout what?"

                    ~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~

Q.: What do a divorce in Alabama, a
tornado in Kansas
        and a hurricane in Florida have
in common?
A.: No matter what, somebody's

                    ~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~

Jodi Graves 904 824-2413
Will Hux 3551777
Fred Gatkin 779-1722
LLoyd Watkins 733-1513
Bill Crail 737=5252
Randy Erickson 448-3174
Marion Estes 641-7775
Sam Grimes 772-1504
Janie Herrick 771-7548

janiedh@bellsouth.net

Wesley Herrick 771-7548
fwesleyh@bellsouth.net

Ray Kerbs 904-284-5941
Charles Preston
Jerry Vaughan 725-4317
John Graves 904-284-8413
Larry Gwaltney 781-2289
J. L. Moore 727-3895

The Muzzleblast is edited and published bi monthly by Dennis Glasscock
under the direction of the Gateway Rifle & Pistol Club. All newsletter content to
be approved by the editor. Technical and/or handloading data are for informa-
tional purposes only. No responsibility is accepted for results obtained by persons
using such data, and all liability for any consequential injuries or damages is
disclaimed. References herein to any specific commercial product, process or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer or otherwise, does not necessar-
ily constitute or imply endorsement, recommendation or favoring by The
Gateway Rifle & Pistol   Club, Inc., its Board of Directors, its membership, the
editor, nor the Publisher.  Letters to the editor should be brief, to the point, of
firearm-related interest and contain the signature, address and telephone number
of the sender. Letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor,
publisher or Gateway Rifle & Pistol Club. Submissions should be sent to: Dennis
Glasscock (dennisg@fdn.com) or 3214 Lenox Ave. Jacksonville, FL 32254

Editor's comments
I truly don't know what to do about

getting you the Muzzleblast in a timely
fashion! I got the last issue finished and
called the printers on Feb. 25. It was
picked up the next day. I received my
copy via US Post Office on April 1st.
Clearly this is unacceptable. The new
plan is to go back to the newsprint ver-
sion of serval years ago. This will elimi-
nate the need for the printer to send out
the newsletter for stapling and the need
to retrieve it before labeling and sending
it to the PO. I'm not sure at this time if we
can get a little better method or system
to pay the postage. This may also be a
hold up. Clearly these is a problem, I
will attempt to solve it whenever it be-
comes clear what to do. In the mean
time, the issues will be numbered and
not dated. Also on the front page there
will be a square that let you know the
date the printer was called for pickup.

I will continued to get the Muzzle-
blast together and to the printer the last
week of the month. Thanks for your
understanding.

I've spent so time at the range during
a couple tournaments held on the silhou-
ette range. Mostly I was cooking to feed
the multitudes, however I did engage
many of the shooters and their families
in some conversation. (I know, not much
of a surprise) We have one of the best
shooing facilities in the country, and
probably the best in the southeast. Many
of the folks I talked with were highly
impressed and envious of our club. You
can be proud.

There is a lot of information in this
issue about the recent competitions held
at Gateway. Marion has a nice view of
the Dixie Matches. The rimfire champi-
onship is well described. The Sunshine
Classic went off without a hitch. If you
would like to see other information in
this newsletter, write it! dennis

Bill Myers writes

Thank You Gateway!

The Leetown contingent thanks
Gateway and the crew who helped things
run so smoothly for a very enjoyable
Florida state match. Setting that early
start on Sunday allowed all of those who
had a long trip home to get on the road
before it was too late. The food was
great, the people warm and friendly and
the shooting conditions remain a total
mystery.

Bill commented on the way home
that all IR 50/50 shooters should begin
the season with Gateway in April. Every
other match that follows it will seem
easier. Our hats are off to the Gateway
members for a job well done. Thanks
again! Inez, Bill and Paul

Dave S writes

 Bob:. Pat and I want to thank you
for the GREAT shoot that you, and your
staff, put on for us.. The food was EX-
CELLENT, the competition was
GREAT and meeting a bunch of old
friends made it a very enjoyable week-
end..

 THANKS AGAIN BOB...

Fred S writes

Very good job by Bob & the crew!
Good food by Dennis & the crew on
their end. Everyone who competed came
out A winner just for having been a part
of the fellowship that was  shared at the
range. Hope everyone had A safe trip
home & hope to see everyone  next year.
Fred. S.

Bob Collins wrutes

This was Great, I really enjoyed my
self. Phil and I were shown around Jack-
sonville by a great vet - Bill Smith - who
is not at the bottom of the list any more
(I really had a good  time learning from
him) - great shooting Bill. I knew you
could do it. Boy the food was  GREAT,
I really appreciate how Bob, Don and
Bill took care of each and everyone of
us. If you ever want to see how a match
should be conducted you need to go to
Jacksonville.

Comments on the
Crawfish

I found these notes of thanks on
the Benchrest Central bulletin board.
The world will soon know what a fine
club we have.

A very prim and proper Southern lady
was driving across the Cooper River Bridge
in Charleston, SC, one day. As she neared
the top of the bridge, she noticed a young
man standing near the edge of the bridge
getting ready to jump.

She stopped her car, rolled down her
window and said, "Please don't jump, think
of your Mom and Dad."

He replied, "My Mom and Dad are
both dead. I'm gonna jump."

She said, "Well think of your wife and
kids."

He replied, "I'm not married and don't
have any kids."

She said, "Well, think of Robert E.
Lee."

He replied, "Who's Robert E. Lee?"

She replied, "Well, just go ahead and
jump then, you damn yankee!"

A man was driving along the high-
way and saw a rabbit hopping across the
middle of the road. He swerved to avoid
hitting the rabbit, but unfortunately,the
rabbit jumped in front of the car and was
hit.

The driver, being a sensitive man as
well as an animal lover, pulled over to
the  side of the road and got out to see
what had become of the rabbit. Much to
his dismay, he saw that the rabbit was
dead. The driver felt so awful he began
to cry.

A blonde woman driving down the
highway saw the man crying on the side
of the road and pulled over. She stepped
out of her car and asked the man what
was wrong.

"I feel terrible," he explained. "I
accidentally hit this rabbit and killed it."

The blonde told the man not to worry.
She knew what to do. She went to her car
trunk and pulled out a spray can. She
walked over to the limp, dead rabbit, and
sprayed the contents of the can onto the
rabbit.

Miraculously, the rabbit came to
life, jumped up, waved its paw at the two
humans and hopped down the road. Fifty
feet away the rabbit stopped, turned
around, waved at the two again, hopped
down the road another 50 feet, turned,
waved, and hopped another 50 feet.

The man was astonished. He couldn't
figure out what substance could be in the
woman's spray can! He ran over to the
woman and demanded, "What was in
your spray can? What did you spray
onto that rabbit?"

The woman turned the can around
so that the man could read the label. It
said: "Hair Spray - Restores Life to
Dead Hair. Adds Permanent Wave."

Asked by his third grade teacher to
spell "straight." The boy did so cor-
rectly.

"Now," said the teacher, "what does
it mean?"

"Without water."

  ~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~

~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~

Two Mississippians are walking
toward each other, and one is carrying
a sack. When they meet, one says,

"Hey Tommy Ray, whatcha got in
th' bag?"

"Jes' some chickens."

"If I guesses how many they is,
kin I have one?"

"Shoot, if ya guesses right, I'll
give you both of 'em!"

"OK.... Ummmmm... five?"

Did you hear about the $3,000,000
Tennessee StateLottery? The winner gets
$3 a year for a million years.

Q.: What do a divorce in Alabama, a
tornado in Kansas and a hurricane in
Florida have in common?

A.: No matter what, somebody's
fixin' to lose a trailer.

Jokes instead of a Message from the
President

       ~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~

  ~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~

Come to the Annual  Norris Tucker
Chili cook-Off May 10th

Bring your best chili
Attend the Meeting

Swap and Shop

~~~~~ooOoo~~~~~
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Friday 8A.M.- Noon All purpose
line will be closed .

Required Maintenance may be
performed according to this

schedule

Monday 8A.M.- Noon  200 yd. line
& Silhouette line will be closed

Tuesday 8A.M.- 11A.M. 7.5 & 15
yard lines will be closed.

Wednesday  8A.M.- 11A.M. 25 yard
pistol line will be closed.

Thursday 8A.M.-Noon 100 yard
rifle line will be closed.

Concealed Carry
Permit Classes

Classes have a revised pricing sched-
ule:

Club Members $35.00

two person pkg $60.00

Non-members $40.00

two person pkg $70.00

Group Rates 3-5 $30.00 each

6-10 $25.00 each

For information or reservations, call
the office at 771-2937

Schedule
of Events

 CLOSED FOR HOLIDAYS
 The club will be closed on Easter,

Thanksgiving and Christmas days this
year.

Please Limit
Parking in
front of the
OFFICE to
10 minutes

wipe your feet

This is the second year I volun-
teered to assist with the Dixie Match,
with the only stipulation I would do
anything needed other than act as a
target frame/holder.  I learned a lot, and
thank Arvill Budd for his apparently
endless patience and vast experience at
this game for the information/guidance
he provided me.  I hope my efforts were
at best not a detriment to the overall
operation of the match.

One of  the first things noted was
that the pistol shooters shoot a lot of
rounds at a match.  I mean a lot of
shooting, involving 90 rounds per full
match, excluding alibis.  Makes me think
High Power should offer more 80 round
matches as a general course of fire.  Not
too amazingly, the facial expressions
and language of the pistol shooters and
rifle shooters were not too different,
corresponding to well-placed and not-
so-well placed shots.

Illusion destroyed:  Historically,
pistol shooters were  reflected  (to me) as
being very intense, with no sense of
humor or levity. Wrong, entirely wrong.
A tremendous amount of friendly banter
and light humor was expressed, even
among the REALLY serious shooters.
One example from a military team
shooter on day two:  “Gee, I am afraid I
left my fundamentals in my  pants from
yesterday.”

Fact:  These shooters are quite good.
I admire them for being ready to stand
on their two back legs and fire a hand-
gun at the distances and time limits
imposed for score.  I was also surprised
to see the “dot” sights and  open iron
sights shooting in the same class.  Per-
ceptive observation:  the 1911 .45 ACP
pistols seem to be “Commander” length
when equipped with the “dot” optic
sights and mounts, and come to real
dimensions when examined closely be-
tween stages.

The various stances, holds, rituals
and preparations of the individual shoot-
ers reinforced my thinking about  the
manner in which personal physiology
and build affect the “natural point of
aim” for each shooter.  Some of the
things seen do make me curious, though:
one shooter made a point of rubbing
each cartridge on his rubber mat, which
was apparently coated with some form

of Teflon or MS2 oil.  He eventually
suffered a failure-to-load in a rapid fire
stage, and when counting the remaining
rounds, they were so slippery and coated
with lube, I could not hold them in
thumb-and-forefinger mode.

Loads vary wildy, also.  Most shoot-
ers used propellants which left no vis-
ible (even under overcast skies) muzzle
signature,  a few had the “streamers”,
and a few followed the dictum that
muzzle flash should be equal to or greater
than the overall length of the firearm
itself.  OK, good fun.

Hint to the newbie:  try to not be the
far right line officer.  If you get wrangled
(or just not  quite well enough informed)
into that position, you are now also
responsible for scoring all the targets on
the right-most position,  individual and
team matches.  Big hint: Make sure you
have a mentor as experienced as Arvill,
and try their patience with repeated re-
quests for plugging and overlays. Ball
ammo and the popular Nosler truncated
cone jacketed ammunition leave itty-
bitty holes surrounded by a spider web
of tears, and you cannot trust the carbon
ring at all.  Plug away. Nobody hit me
over the head for being slow, just make
sure you are right.

Another High Power Goof:  When
returning to the firing line, don’t get too
involved with adding up the scores. There
are baffles on the pistol lines.  You can
not rearrange them with your head. Be-
lieve me. Ouch.

The Junior shooters (and military
precision parents) worked the kitchen
for the event, and were exemplary in the
operation.  Funny how a bunch of young
military shooters responded to “Team
Blonde” when the military took a look at
the number and quality of match awards
taken by the GRPC junior teams.

Match Director J.L. suffered a medi-
cal event and was not able to attend for
most of the event.  The proof is in the
pudding, and once the event team was
able to “crack her code” the event ran
essentially flawlessly. Great proof of
good planning and execution.  I would
love to see this match grow and again
become one of the premier events of the
Southern Circuit.  Who knows, I might
even be able to score without adult guid-
ance.

DIXIE MATCH, 2003, FROM A HIGH
POWER PERSPECTIVE

by Marion Estes
IR 50/50 22 Benchrest
Bob Pekaar 268-4537

Smallbore Rifle Silhouette
Chuck Deason 772-1778

IDPA
Ed Sevetz 272-448-3174
(office callback)

Club 1800 Bullseye
Randy Erickson 448-3174

USPSA/IPSC/SEPSA
Wesley Herrick 771-7548

High Power Rifle
Marion Estes

22 Rimfire Plinking Shoot
William Peoples 378-9109

Black Powder Muzzle Loading
Barry Wheeler 730-3415

NRA/1800 Bullseye
Randy Erickson 448-3174

NRA/2700 Bullseye
James Watts 387-6287

Cowboy Action/SASS
Bob Harris 724-7012

Action Shooting
Mike Overbay 880-5219

Visit the club web site www.grpc-jax.org

Norris Tucker
Chili Cook-Off

May 10
Swap Meet

May 10

Special Meeting
May 10

Annual Meeting
and Election

Sept. 27

We had the 17th Sunshine Classic
on the 12th and 13th of April. The
weather decided to be almost perfect
this time around and everyone had a
Great Time or so I have been told. We
had shooters come from Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Kentucky, Mississippi, Alabama, Loui-
siana, Illlinios, Texas and Missouri. All
told 88 competiors came. Kathy
Winstead won both the Standard &

Sunshine Classic • Smallbore Rifle Regional Championship
Hunter Rifle with scores of 76 and 73.
Troy Lawton finshed 2nd both days
with 73 & 68. In the standard rifle Clark
Williams came in 3rd with a 67 and
Racheal Renniger had a 63 to take 3rd
place in the Hunter Rifle. Top prize in
the drawing was a Briley 10/22 Rifle
which was won by Clark Williams. Other
prizes include a Leupoid Scope, a Kowa
& Sightron Spotting Scopes, A new
barrel from Shelien. I want to thank

some of the people that helped to make
the match run as smooth as it did, Roger
Bump for calling the line, Ed Jones,
Barb Senbertrand, David McLemore
with the stats, Grit Preston for doing the
Bar-B-Que, and the 4 H Club for the
target setting and running the Kitchen.
Dennis Glasscock for trophies, The Wall
Street for the food. Thanks Everyone
and hope to see everyone next year.

Chuck Deason

Match Director

call the office for times 771-2937
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The schedule shows the normal dates for the regular matches shot at Gateway.  Clip it
out and post it on the refrigerator for future reference.

The listings should be good for each month of 2003.  For example, a listing of "1st
Sunday" means the first Sunday of each month, unless an exception is listed below.  The
calendar posted in the office is OFFICIAL and may supersede this list.  Lloyd Watkins is
the club's Chief Instructor and is responsible for all schedules.

Variations in this schedule will be listed in each issue of the Muzzleblast.

Tournament Schedule

The “Crawfish”- April 5 th and 6 th, 2003
by Bob Pekaar

What weather and great shooting!! The match was supposed to begin on Friday
afternoon with practice; it started on Thursday, and by Friday, the line was full in
the morning and it was a beautiful day—hit 85 degrees with a clear sky that lasted
till the match ended on Sunday. Friday was a forgiving day and reassured most
shooters of good scores. On Saturday morning, by match time the winds were
blowing from 9 o’clock and were brisk. I think this really had a psychological effect
on the sporter relay. The winds were constant and fairly predictable. James Messer
showed no fear here though and shot a 244; on his tail were 2 locals (one with my
old gun- don’t ya hate that). When the 10.5 rolled around, the shooters realized “the
wind was their friend”- Harry “Tiger” Deneen got his 250 with Fred Sears on his
tail with a 249. It was a sight to see. I think Fred’s a bit competitive as he got us all
in the 13.5 and took the 2 gun agg. Bill Schertz and Keith Lovan just missed it by
the X count. James Messer got the 3 gun agg and the Eley’s Director chair—good
shootin’ James. With the day done, we followed Friday night’s fish fry with the
“Crawfish” and barbecue dinner. It was great.

Daylight Savings kicked in for Sunday. It was a shooter’s nightmare. At 8
AM there were no flag tails moving for an hour. A tossed cigarette showed smoke
drifting at 45 degrees to the left (not a recommendation to smoke, just and
observation).  Inez Myers knew what she was doing from one of our worst bench
positions and trounced us with a 246 12X and Harry read her mind. Fred Sears was
pumped up and well rested. When the winds kicked in, he shot a 250 20X in the 10.5;
a back-to-back try almost was achieved- a 249 in the 13.5 meters. In the agg’s, the
Collins brothers from Georgia were gaterin’ wood and had to leave some Eley here
to make room in their vehicle.

Our Team Action contest saw the Turbo’s taking the 2 gun the first day by
a margin of 0.25 points over the 40 X team. The Turbo team won the 4 gun agg  over
the Suhl’s by 1.46 points (shooter averages per team). This was fun- not a scientific
study and it did provoke some good, friendly competition.

Many thanks to the competitors for their enthusiasm for the shoot and for
those that help make it a success.

Class: Sporter Class 50 Yards

Name Action Barrel Gun Smith Ammo Score X’s

1 Messer, James Hall Hart Messer Lapua 244 14

2 Dampier, Bill Sako Shilen Voelker1000 A 244 12

3 Fleet, Bill Sako Lilja K. C. Young Eley 244

Class: 10.5 LB 50 Yards

Name Action Barrel Gun Smith Ammo Score X’s

1 Deneen, Harry Suhl 150 Lilja Calfee Lapua 250
2 Sears, Fred Suhl 150 Shilen Myers Lapua 249
3 Lovan, Keith Suhl 150 K/P Calfee Eley 248

Class: 13.5 LB 50 Yards

Name Action Barrel GunSmith Ammo Score X’s

1 Sears, Fred Suhl 150 Shilen Myers Lapua 248 17
2 Schertz, Bill Turbo Lilja Calfee Eley 248 13
3 Lovan, Keith Suhl 150 K/P Calfee Eley 248 12

 2 GUN AGGREGATE YARDS

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 131 Sears, Fred 497 37 249

2 118 Lovan, Keith 496 28 248

3 107 Deneen, Harry 495 27 250

3 GUN AGGREGATE YARDS

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 120 Messer, James 737 36 244

2 118 Lovan, Keith 736 32 240

3 130 Schertz, Bill 735 36 243

 Sporter - 50 Meters

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 124 Myers, Inez 246 12 10

2 107 Deneen, Harry 246 12 2

3 102 Campbell, Paul 246 8 9

10.5 LB. - 50 Meters

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 131 Sears, Fred 250 20 0

2 104 Collins, Rod 248 13 11

3 103 Collins, Bob 248 11 15

 13.5 LB - 50 Meters

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 131 Sears, Fred 249 13 5

2 103 Collins, Bob 248 14 3

3 104 Collins, Rod 246 10 4

  2 GUN AGGREGATE METERS

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 131 Sears, Fred 499 33 250

2 103 Collins, Bob 496 25 248

3 104 Collins, Rod 494 23 248

2 GUN AGGREGATE METERS

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 131 Sears, Fred 499 33 250

2 103 Collins, Bob 496 25 248

3 104 Collins, Rod 494 23 248

  3 GUN AGGREGATE METERS

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 107 Deneen, Harry 739 37 246

2 131 Sears, Fred 735 41 236

3 121 Mitchell, Gary 734 29 243

  4 GUN AGGREGATE

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 131 Sears, Fred 996 70 249

2 103 Collins, Bob 990 47 247

3 104 Collins, Rod 989 42 248

 6 GUN AGGREGATE

No. Competitors Name Score X’s

1 107 Deneen, Harry 1473 68 239

2 118 Lovan, Keith 1467 59 240

3 102 Campbell, Paul 1466 59 240

Match Range When

Club 1800 Bullseye 1 1st Sunday, 9:00 till 12:00

Smallbore, Silhouette 4 1st Sunday, 10:00 till 2:00

22 Rimfire Benchrest 4 1st Saturday,12:00 till 4:00

Highpower Rifle Silhouette 3 1st Saturday  9: A.M

IDPA 5 1st Saturday

High Power Rifle 3 2nd Sunday

USPSA/IPSC 5          2nd Saturday

Black Powder 4  2nd Saturday

Cowboy 5 3rd Sunday  9:00 AM

N.R.A. 1800 Bullseye 1 3rd Sunday 9:00 till 12:00

Plinking 4                      3rd Saturday
Action Shooting 5 4th Saturday

Mini Palma 4th Saturday

Pistol silhouette 4 4th Saturday

Black Powder rifle Silhouette 3 4th Saturday

Call the Match Directors for additional information

John Says
It's about time you learned to pickup after yourselves.

There are trash cans all over the place. Take a minute to
deposit your trash in these containers. Your club  spends
good money to pickup after some of you
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